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1. Getting started
SCUtils ConvertTask is an extension for Microsoft System Center 2012 Service Manager that allows to
convert incidents to service requests and service requests to incidents. The need for the conversion
occurs when the decision has been made on inaccurate or incomplete data or the technical
implementation does not allow to determine immediately the type of request. This situation is quite
common and gives rise to duplicating work items. SCUtils ConvertTask addresses this issue and allows
organizations to implement various scenarios for solving this problem.

1.1

Compatibility
SCUtils ConvertTask was designed and tested for the following versions of Microsoft System Center 2016
Service Manager:
1. Microsoft System Center 2016 Service Manager;

1.2

Try before buy
SCUtils ConvertTask has a unified installer for a trial and full versions and can be obtained on
http://www.scutils.com on the Download page. We highly recommend to evaluate the software in a
testing lab before the implementing in the production environment.
The free 15-day trial version is fully functional and offers every feature of the product. Please become
familiar with this guide before starting using SCUtils ConvertTask and do not hesitate to contact us at
support@scutils.com. You are also more than welcome to our YouTube channel where you will find
video tutorials for SCUtils ConvertTask 2016 and other our products.

1.3

Feedback
Our team is always on the way of the improvement of our solutions. We highly appreciate every
feedback from our customers. Please send us your thoughts, complains, and feature requests at
support@scutils.com.
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Installation
Download the installation package SCUtils ConvertTask 2016 Setup.msi from Download page of
www.scutils.com. Copy the installation package to the Service Manager management server (this is
usually the first installed server). Run SCUtils ConvertTask 2016 Setup.msi file on the server.

Fig. 1 Installing

Follow the installation wizard steps (Fig. 1). On the Select Installation Folder page you can change the
location in which SCUtils ConvertTask 2016 will be installed.
After the successful setup close the installation wizard.
After the initial installation you have to activate your copy of the software. There are two ways to
activate the product: online (recommended) and offline.

2.1

Online activation
Run the Service Manager console under an administrative account on the computer connected to
internet. Open ConvertTask Settings to activate the copy of the product:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

In the Service Manager console, select Administration.
In the Administration pane, expand Administration.
In the Administration view, in the Settings area, click ConvertTask Settings.
In the Tasks pane, under SCUtils ConvertTask 2016 Settings, click Properties.
SCUtils ConvertTask 2016 Settings window will be opened (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 ConvertTask Settings

If you want to evaluate the product, click on Start 15-day trial button.
If you want to activate a full version, fill Company Name and License Key (exactly as in the license), then
click on Activate button. After the successful activation, the Activate page in the SCUtils ConvertTask
2016 Settings window will not appear again.
If you have any issues with the activation process, please send your Unique ID at support@scutils.com
and we will provide you with offline Activation Key.

2.2

Offline activation
If you prefer to activate offline or for some reasons you are not able to use online activation, then send
your Unique ID (copy/paste) at support@scutils.com and note what activation type you need (trial or
full) and we will provide you with offline Activation Key.
After you receive the Activation Key, fill out Company Name, License Key, and Activation Key, then click
on Activate button.
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Security rights
The Service Manager administrator has to grant the permissions to create incidents and service requests
to allow users using SCUtils ConvertTask 2016.
Please refer to p. Managing User Roles in System Center 2016 - Service Manager of the official guide
“Administrators Guide for System Center 2016 - Service Manager” or Microsoft TechNet Library.
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Configuration
Before the first use you have to revise and configure settings of SCUtils ConvertTask 2016.
To edit Settings:
1.
2.
3.
4.

In the Service Manager console, click Administration.
In the Administration pane, expand Administration, and then click Settings.
In the Settings pane, select SCUtils ConvertTask 2016 Settings.
In the Tasks pane, under SCUtils ConvertTask 2016 Settings, click Properties.

Please note the convert task is disabled for incidents with status Closed and Resolved as well as for
service requests with status Closed and Completed.

4.1

Editing settings for an incident task
On the Incident task page of the wizard you find a predefined settings for the task that allow to convert
incidents to service requests in the incident’s views.

Fig. 3 Settings for incident task

Some settings is inactive because they are applicable in the different modes. The Table 1 describes the
settings for incident task:

Table 1 Incident Task's settings

Setting
Select Status for dismissed
incidents

Default value
Description
Active\Pending Set the value of Incident’s Status for dismissed
incidents after the conversion.
We recommend to add a custom value to Incident
Status like ‘Converted’ to indicate clearly that
those incidents were converted to services
requests.
By default, this setting is disable. To enable the
setting uncheck Convert only new (unsaved)
incidents.
Copy assigned users to new
True
Enable copying an assigned user to a new service
service requests
request.
If it is disable, in the confirmation dialog will be an
option (check box) that enables copying an
assigned user from the current incident.
Copy analyst and user
True
Enable copying analyst and user comments to a
comments
new service request.
Open new service requests (not False
Enable opening a new service request after the
recommended. Please refer to
conversion.
the guide for details)
Available to edit if Convert only new (unsaved)
incidents is False.
Service requests in Service Manager almost always
have linked activities. When a new service request
is just created, Service Manager fires many internal
workflows that change the relationships of the
service request on the background. It leads to
inability to save changes in the open form. If the
user refreshes the form, he/she can save the form
with the changes. But due to the bug in Service
Manager none of those changes have been
actually saved. So that you can open a just
converted (created) service request only for
acquaintance.
Convert only new (unsaved)
True
Enable the task only in the form of the new
incidents
incident.
Offer a default Service Request True
Include a default Service Request template in the
template
list of templates during a conversion. The default
Service Request template cannot be edited and
some customers prefer to ignore it.
Copy a description into
False
Copy an Incident description into a description
activities
field of Service Request’s manual and review
activities.
Ask before copying
False
Show the confirmation dialog for copying the
Incident description into Service Request’s manual
and review activities, If Ask before copying is
enabled.

4.2

Setting
Delete incidents

Default value
False

Keep incidents

True

Resolution Category

n/a

Resolution Description

The incident
{0} was
converted to
the service
request {1}.

Description
Enable deleting incidents after the conversion to
service requests.
Available to edit if Convert only new (unsaved)
incidents is False.
When this option is enabled, SCUtils Incident
Removal Workflow fires for each dismissed
incident and you can check the status of the
workflow in Administration->Workflows->Status.
When this option is enabled, SCUtils Incident
Removal Workflow is presented in the workflow
list but actually disabled using overrides in SCUtils
ConvertTask 2016 Removal Workflow Overrides
management pack which is created after the first
saving of the settings.
Disable deleting incidents after the conversion to
service requests.
Available to edit if Convert only new (unsaved)
incidents is False.
Set Resolution Category for dismissed incidents.
Available to edit if:
1. Convert only new (unsaved) incidents is False;
2. Keep incidents is True;
3. Status for dismissed incidents is Resolved or
Closed.
Define the text template for Incident Resolution’s
Description. {0} will be replaced with incident ID
and {1} with a new service request ID.

Editing settings for a service request task
On the second page of the wizard you find a predefined settings for the task that allow to convert
service requests to incidents in the service request’s views.

Fig. 4 Settings for service request task

Some settings is inactive because they are applicable in the different modes. The Table 2 describes the
settings for service request task:
Table 2 Service Request's settings

Setting
Select Status for dismissed
service requests

Default value
Cancelled

Copy assigned users to new
service requests

True

Copy analyst and user
comments
Open new incidents

True
False

Description
Set the value of Service Request’s Status for
dismissed service requests after the conversion.
We recommend to add a custom value to Service
Request Status like ‘Converted’ to clearly indicate
that those service requests were converted to
incidents.
By default, this setting is disable. To enable the
setting uncheck Convert only new (unsaved)
service requests.
Enable copying an assigned user to a new incident.
If it is disable, in the confirmation dialog will be an
option (check box) that enables copying an
assigned user from the current service request.
Enable copying analyst and user comments to a
new incident.
Enable opening a new incident after the
conversion.
Available to edit if Convert only new (unsaved)
service requests is False.

4.3

Setting
Convert only new (unsaved)
service requests
Offer templates for new
incidents
Copy a description into
activities
Ask before copying

Default value
True

Delete service requests

False

Keep service requests

True

Implementation results

n/a

Implementation notes

The service
request {0}
was converted
to the incident
{1}.

True
False
False

Description
Enable the task only in the form of the new service
request.
Enable offering templates for a new incident.
Copy a Service Request description into a
description field of Incident’s manual activities
Show the confirmation dialog for copying the
Service Request description into Incident’s manual
activities, If Ask before copying is enabled.
Enable deleting service requests after the
conversion to incidents.
Available to edit if Convert only new (unsaved)
service requests is False.
When this option is enabled, SCUtils Service
Request Removal Workflow fires for each
dismissed incident and you can check the status of
the workflow in Administration->Workflows>Status.
When this option is enabled, SCUtils Service
Request Removal Workflow is presented in the
workflow list but actually disabled using overrides
in SCUtils ConvertTask 2016 Removal Workflow
Overrides management pack which is created after
the first saving of the settings.
Disable deleting service requests after the
conversion to incidents.
Available to edit if Convert only new (unsaved)
service requests is False.
Set Implementation results for dismissed service
requests.
Available to edit if:
1. Convert only new (unsaved) service requests is
False;
2. Keep service requests is True;
Define the text template for Service Request’s
Implementation notes. {0} will be replaced with
service request ID and {1} with a new incident ID.

Editing property pairs for Incident to Service Request conversion
On the third page of the wizard (see Fig. 5) you find a table with the predefined pairs of the properties of
Incident and Service Requests and their values (if applicable). Those pairs are used by the conversion
process to set values of the new service request’s properties.

Fig. 5 Property pairs for Incident to Service Request

For instance, when we copy the values of the incident to a new service request, it is obvious that we
have to copy Title to Title, Description to Description. But if we want to copy the value to Priority to
Priority, then we cannot do it straightforward because incident’s Priority is a number and service
request’s Priority is a list’s value. So that we have to define rules for that operation like:





Incident’s Priority 1 equals service request’s Priority Low;
Incident’s Priority 2 equals service request’s Priority Low;
Incident’s Priority 3 equals service request’s Priority Medium;
Incident’s Priority 4 equals service request’s Priority Medium, etc.

The table consists of the pairs that defined by default. You can connect properties of the following
types:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Text (string);
List (enumerator);
Boolean (true/false);
Integer.

The dialog form to define/edit a pair (see Fig. 6) validates values. The wrong values are marked with a
red star.
If there is no validation errors in the form but OK button is disabled (grayed), click in any place on the
form.

Fig. 6 Select a pair of properties

IMPORTANT! All pairs are processed by order that based on the index of the pair from min to max
(ascending order). The pair with greater index can override the value set by the pair with lower index.
You may use any specific value of any property in the pair unlimited number of times. The only
restriction is that you have to connect a text property to a text property.
You can Import/Export the list of the pairs to/from xml file. If you try to import non-existing value or
property, it will be ignored. To avoid that situation you have to use absolutely the same management
packs that define classes and lists.

4.4

Editing property pairs for Service Request to Incident conversion
On the forth page of the wizard you find a table similar to the table on third page. Here we define
property pairs to convert service requests to incidents. All information about editing pairs presented in
the previous paragraph are applicable for this page (see Fig. 7).

Fig. 7 Property pairs for Service Request to Incident

4.5

Incident Action Log
On fifth page (see Fig. 8) of the wizard you find two text fields:



Action Log Subject
Action Log Description

These fields define the text for action log entry that used when converted an existing incident to a
service request.
The default value for Action Log Subject is “{0} was converted to {1}”. {0} will be replaced with incident
ID and {1} with a new service request ID.
The default value for Action Log Description is “The incident {0} was converted to the service request
{1}”. {0} will be replaced with incident ID and {1} with a new service request ID.

Fig. 8 Incident Action Log

4.6

Service Request Action Log
On sixth page (see Fig. 9) of the wizard you find two text fields:



Action Log Subject
Action Log Description

These fields define the text for action log entry that used when converted an existing service request to
an incident.
The default value for Action Log Subject is “{0} was converted to {1}”. {0} will be replaced with service
request ID and {1} with a new incident ID.
The default value for Action Log Description is “The service request {0} was converted to the incident
{1}”. {0} will be replaced with service request ID and {1} with a new incident ID.

Fig. 9 Service Request Action Log

4.7

Notification for users and analysts
It is a common requirement to inform the affected users and other users like assigned analysts about
the conversion.
We recommend to use a standard mechanism to notify users. We also recommend to add a custom
value in Status lists for incidents and service requests like ‘Converted’. Then using the change Status to
Converted as a criteria for notification workflows. The detailed explanation of the configuration of the
workflows defines in the official guide ‘Administrators Guide for System Center 2016 - Service
Manager’ in sections “How to Configure Incident Workflows”.
In the notification template you can specify ID and other values of the resulting work item using
relationship ‘Is Converted’ (see Fig. 10).
The deleting workflow wait 5 minutes after the start to let workflows process the updated incident or
service request. The event based workflows like ‘notifications’ run with a 100-second interval so that 5
minutes (300 seconds) gives enough time to run.

Fig. 10 Relationship for converted work items
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How it works

5.1

Converting incidents to service requests. Common behavior.
After configuring the settings you can start converting incidents to service requests. By default, the
conversion task is disabled for closed and resolved incidents due to the obvious reasons.
After the user chooses the service request’s template, the task applies that template to a blank service
request. Then the task copies the objects related to the source incident.
The task always copies:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Affected user;
Related work items;
Related knowledge articles;
Attached files;
Related configuration items;
Related services;
Affected configuration items.

Depending on the corresponding settings the task copies the assigned user and the user and analyst
comments.
Then the task populates the fields of the service request using the logic defined in the property pairs
(see p.4.3) using the index in the ascending order.

5.2

Converting a new incident to a service request
When the user converts from a new incident’s form, the task behaves as described in p.5.1. During the
conversion a form of the new service request appears on the screen and the form of the new incident is
silently cancelled after copying all the required data.
All actions perform “in-memory” and no data has stored before the user clicks on OK button. If the user
clicks on Cancel button, all data will be lost.

5.3

Converting an existing incident to a service request
The user can convert an existing incident in a view or form.
When the user converts an existing incident in a view, the task performs as described in p.5.1. All
changes are stored in the Service Manager’s database.
When the user converts an existing incident in a form, the task performs as described in p.5.1. Then the
form on the incident is cancelled and the changes the user made after the last saving will be lost. If the
user want to keep the latest changes made in the form he/she should click on Apply button before the
conversion. This action is not automated because very often the Service Manager’s workflows change
relationships on the background that leads to errors during the saving and requires additional manual
actions.
The main difference between converting a new and existing incidents is that the target service request
is created “in-memory” for the new incident and in database for the existing incident. It was done to
avoid losing the data for the incidents created some time ago.
The task adds comments to the source incident and target service request using the pattern defined in
the settings. The task also relates the incident and service request using the standard “Is Related To
Work Item” relationship and the custom “Was Converted” relationship.

5.4

Deleting incidents after the conversion
If the setting “Delete incidents” is TRUE, then after the conversion the deleting workflow starts acting. It
deletes the incident on the management server with 5 minutes delay to let workflows (like notifications)
process the updated incident. It also deletes all activities included in the incident.
If the incident was converted and deleted just after the creation and during its life hasn’t been pushed
to the Data Warehouse then the deleted incident will not be reflected in OLAP cubes and Data
Warehouse database. Otherwise it will be there with the field ‘IsDeleted’ equals TRUE. Please take this
fact into account when you create/use OLAP reports. You can filter all deleted incidents using the field
‘IsDeleted’.
In some rare cases the deleting workflow deletes the incident when other workflow operates with it or
its activity and this results in warnings and errors in Operations Manager event log on the management
server. These events can be safely ignored.

5.5

Converting a new service request to an incident
Almost all of the written about the conversion for a new incident is applicable to a revert conversion
with a few exceptions:
1. You can switch off offering an incident template for service requests in the settings of the task;
2. After the conversion of the existing source service request the target incident is being changed by
background workflows but the refresh action works properly in the incident’s form so that you can
safely enable ‘Open new incidents’ setting if the users want that. Just inform them about the need of
refreshing before saving the form.
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6.1

Using the tasks
Converting an incident to a service request
Select an incident in the view of the Service Manager console, then click on ‘Convert To Service
Request’ (see Fig. 11) in Task Pane.

Fig. 11 Convert in a view

In the incident’s form click on ‘Convert To Service Request’ (see Fig. 12) in Task Pane. In the existing
incident’s form you should click on Apply to save the changes you made in the form before the
conversion, if you wish to keep the changes for the future reference.

Fig. 12 Convert in a form

You will be prompted to confirm your intension (see Fig. 13).

Fig. 13 Confirmation dialog

Click Yes, if you want to continue.
Under Templates in the Select Template dialog box (see Fig. 14), select a template of your choice, then
click OK.

Fig. 14 Template selection

If you convert a new incident, then the incident’s form will be cancelled and a form of the new service
request will be opened.
If you convert an existing incident, you will get the following message (see Fig. 15).

Fig. 15 Conversion's result

If the “Open new service requests” is set to TRUE, then the following dialog will be displayed (Fig. 16).
Click OK to close the dialog.

Fig. 16 Open a new service request

Select Yes or No.

6.2

Converting a service request to an incident
Select a service request in the view of the Service Manager console, then click on ‘Convert To Incident’
(see Fig. 17) in Task Pane.

Fig. 17 Convert in a view

In the service request’s form click on ‘Convert To Incident’ (see Fig. 18) in Task Pane. In the existing
service request’s form you should click on Apply to save the changes you made in the form before the
conversion, if you wish to keep the changes for the future reference.

Fig. 18 Convert in a form

You will be prompted to confirm your intension (see Fig. 19).

Fig. 19 Confirmation dialog

Click Yes, if you want to continue.
If the setting ‘Offer templates for new incidents’ is TRUE, then you will be prompted to confirm your
intension. In this case, under Templates in the Select Template dialog box (see Fig. 20), select a
template of your choice, then click OK.

Fig. 20 Template selection

If you convert a new service request, then the service request’s form will be cancelled and a form of the
new incident will be opened.
In the case of the existing service request, if your incident template is not defined the requited fields
(like Urgency, Classification, etc.) or the task is unable to set the required fields using predefined
property pairs or you don’t use a template, then you will be advised to define those required fields (see
Fig. 21). Select the values for the required incident’s fields, then click OK.

Fig. 21 Required undefined fields

If you convert an existing service request, you will get the following message (see Fig. 22).

Fig. 22 Conversion's result

If the “Open new incidents” is set to TRUE, then the following dialog will be displayed (see Fig. 23). Click
OK to close the dialog.

Fig. 23 Open a new incident

Select Yes or No.
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Upgrading SCUtils ConvertTask 2016
When a new version of the product has been released, you can download it from a Downloads page on
www.scutils.com.
Copy the installation package to the Service Manager management server (this is usually the first
installed server).
Follow the same procedure as described in the Installation paragraph. The installation will upgrade the
product keeping all existing settings including the activation.
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Upgrading from SCUtils ConvertTask (Microsoft System
Center 2012 Service Manager)
When you upgrade from SCUtils ConvertTask (Microsoft System Center 2012 Service Manager) to
SCUtils ConvertTask 2016 (Microsoft System Center 2016 Service Manager), you have to uninstall
SCUtils ConvertTask before the migration.
Before the uninstallation, export the settings using Export button (Fig. 23). After the migration to
Microsoft System Center 2016 Service Manager, install SCUtils ConvertTask 2016 and import the saved
settings using Export button.

Fig. 24 Export/Import settings
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Known issues and troubleshooting
Here we describe the known issues. If you haven’t found a solution in this section, please contact us at
support@scutils.com.

9.1

Event ID 33880 in Operations Manager event log
In rare cases Event ID 33880 is registered in Operations Manager event log:
Log Name: Operations Manager
Source:
Health Service Modules
Date:
9/20/2016 6:55:11 PM
Event ID: 33880
Task Category: None
Level:
Error
Keywords: Classic
User:
N/A
Computer: *********
Description:
A Windows Workflow Foundation workflow failed during execution
It happens because the workflow is deleting the work item (usually a service request with numerous
activities) when other workflows work with the same work item or its activities. It is the default behavior
and can be safely ignored.

